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Abstract
Functionally gradient materials and small-scale pipes have great importance in the industry because of its
wide applications in many engineering fields such as fluid transport in fluidic devices. In this article, an
analytical solution for the stability of functionally graded (FG) material micro-pipe fluid-conveying is
offered. The properties of the material are changed constantly across the micro-pipes thickness and depend
on power law distribution. Hamilton’s principle, Euler beam model, and modified coupled stress theory
are utilized to get an equation of motion for conservative FG micro-pipe (Simply supported and clampedclamped). The vibration equation of FG micro-pipe is converted from 4th order to a 2nd order using the
Galerkin's method. Solving the Eigenvalue problem results in a distinct equation depicting the frequency
relationship of the parameters. By plotting the root locus of the characteristic equations, the main stability
characteristics such as stability, instability, and flutter are studied graphically. The effect of different
parameters such as gradient index, length scale, fluid velocity, micro flow parameter, and mass ratio on
FG micro-pipe was studied. The results showed that each parameter had a significant impact on the
behavior of stability as the chain of stability could change significantly.
Copyright © 2019 International Energy and Environment Foundation - All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Pipes convey fluid have wide applications in engineering and industrial fields. More recently, this topic
has been developed in the study and analysis of Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) which has great
applications in aerodynamics, aerospace, medical engineering, ship movement, etc. Pipes fluid-conveying
are classified as gyroscopic system according to a gyroscopic effect due to the relative rotational movement
of the fluid element, which vibrates sideways to adapt to the movement of the tubes. In general, pipe fluidconveying systems operate at a relatively low (pre-critical) velocity. At some critical speeds, the pipes may
lose their stability either by oscillating the growth of the ace (flutter) or by the static convergence (buckle).
When more high-velocity (post-critical) pipes are made in a different way, they can still stabilize in the
same position (flutter or buckle), restore stability or change their instability.
The assessment of the stability zones at the parameters of the different pipes is important in the design of
such systems to ensure the desirability of safe operation of specific parameters for liquids and pipes. Simply
support, clamped and clamped-pinned pipes belong to this category. Several researchers have analyzed
and studied their persistence in the pipe fluid-conveying such as Weaver and Unny [1], Bishop et al [2]
and Si-Ung et al [3]. Their investigations focused on assessing the critical fluid velocity of instability and
stability properties for simply supported, clamped and clamped-pinned pipes.
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In addition, these investigations were based on a complete solution of vibration equation using numerical
or analytical solutions. Huseyni and Plaut [4] and Huseyni [5] expanded the stability analysis to include
flutter instability in non-conservative systems such as clamped-free with the distribution of follower load.
They have shown that flutter instability can occur in such systems and buckling instabilities. Kuiper and
Metrlkine [6] studied the buckling stability for the gyroscopic conservative beams that subjected to a
follower load. Several useful theories have been introduced on the impact of gyroscopic power disparities
on areas of instability and buckling stability. Li-Qun [7] has recently analyzed the instability of the axially
moving beam with simply support or clamped-clamped ends condition. A reserved quantity has been
applied to explain the stability of the linear equilibrium configuration in the transverse lines of the lowspeed coaxial beam.
Flutter and buckling instability for a conservative and non-conservative beam was investigated by Elfelsou
[8]. Buckling loads and the natural frequencies were found for conservative beam while a flutter load and
an instability region were specified for the non-conservative beams. One mode analysis was used to
analyze an Eigen-modes and nonlinear vibration.
The similarities between the dynamics of fluid-conveying pipes and other dynamic problems such as
columns under follower loads, the moving strings and belts, and the beams with moving loads have been
explained by many researchers such as Plaut [9] who have shown that dynamic behavior of pipe systems
is similar to follower loads beams. Recently, Païdoussis [10] published the idea of analogy between piping
systems and other dynamic systems, also, the possibility of sharing knowledge gained between each other.
Yusuf et al. [11] analyzed fluid stability in fluid transfer using the Galerkin's method. The results showed
that the mass ratio has an effect on the stability behavior as its stability can change significantly, while
liquid pressure showed little effect because the stability sequence does not change for a large range of fluid
velocities. Jweeg and Ntayeesh [12] studied the critical buckling velocities for conservative pipes fluidconveying rested on different end conditions experimentally. A semi-analytic solution was used to find
the frequency and critical velocity for (clamped-clamped, simply support, and clamped-pinned pipes) end
conditions. The new an experimental approach for estimating the buckling critical velocities of measuring
various natural frequencies at relatively small-flow rates were offered.
Through the literature mentioned above, it was found that the articles available for studying the stability
of FGM micro-pipe very little. The stability boundary of conservative FG micro pipes fluid conveying is
investigated in this paper. To perform this analysis the vibration equation is discretized to second-degree
of freedom by employing Galerkin's method. The various boundaries of the stable and unstable regions
can simply be investigated by studying the influence of the gradient index, fluid velocity, micro flow
parameter, mass ratio, length scale on the stability of FG micro-pipe.
2. Model description and governing equations
2.1 Material properties of FGM pipes
The geometrical parameters for FG material micro-pipes are used as those utilized by Deng et al [13] as
𝐷/𝑑 = 0.9, 𝐷=20 μm, length 𝑙 of FGM micro-pipes is assumed 17.6 μm, the density of fluid is 𝜌𝑓 =
1000 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 , as shown in Figure 1. In addition, the mechanical properties for constituent materials are
displayed in Table 1.
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Figure 1. The Geometrical model of a single FGM micro-pipe fluid-conveying.
Table 1. Material properties of FG micro pipe.
Materials
Alumina
Aluminum

𝑬 (𝑮𝒑𝒂)
380
70

𝝆𝒑 (kg/m3)
3800
2700

𝒗
0.23
0.23
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Most researchers adopted sigmoid law, exponential law, and power law to characterize the material
properties variation. A volume fraction of an outer surface constituent of the FGM micro-pipes used in this
thesis can be appeared as [14]:
n

 2z  h 
vm  
 --Where--( 0  n   )
 2h 

(1)

vc  1  v m

(2)

Where 𝑛 is the power gradient index, which characterizes the profile of volume fraction during the
thickness and is a very positive number; also, subscripts of 𝑚 and 𝑐 indicate the metal and ceramic layers,
respectively.
It is clear that the material properties vary continuously from alumina-rich at the inner surface for a micropipe to aluminum-rich at the outer surface. A change of volume fraction 𝑉𝑚 with thickness direction for
various values of exponents of volume fraction n is depicted by Figure 2, it can be noted that when the
exponent n is supposed to be zero, FGM micro-pipe reduces to homogeneous micro pipe [13].
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Figure 1. Difference of volume fraction 𝑉𝑚 along thickness direction, for many values of a gradient
index 𝑛.
An effective modulus of elasticity E (z ) and the effective density  (z ) for power-law exponent are given
as:

 ( z )  v m  m  vc  c

(3)

E ( z )  v m E m  vc Ec

(4)

After substituting Eqs. (1) and (2) into Eqs. (3) and (4), the variation of modulus of elasticity, and density
are:
n

 2z  h 
E ( z )  Ec ( E R  1)
  Ec
 2h 
n

 2z  h 
  c
 2h 

 ( z )   c (  R  1)

(5)
(6)

where 𝐸𝑅 = 𝐸𝑚 /𝐸𝑐 and 𝜌𝑅 = 𝜌𝑚 /𝜌𝑐 , respectively.
2.2 Mathematical formulation
Based on Euler–Bernoulli beam theory, the offset field for an arbitrary point along the x and z-axes can be
written as:
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u ( x, z, t )  u ( x, t )  Z

w( x, t )
x

(7)

w ( x, z, t )  w( z, t )

(8)

Where (z) is a coordinate measured from the plane of a neutral axis and t denoted time.
Assuming that micro-pipe is elastic, the relation of stress–strain is given by:

 xx  E xx

(9)

w( x, t )
x

 xx  

(10)

2.3 Modified couple stress theory
The coupled stress theory is a more public form of the theories of higher order continuum, which looks
both antisymmetric and uniform parts of higher order deformation gradients. The brief review of this theory
was first presented by Xia and Wang and Ahangar et al [15, 16], respectively. The expression of strain
energy U refer to the linear elastic material occupying zone Ωi with very small deformation is given by:
s
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The kinetic energy of FGM micro-pipe and fluid is known as follows [13]:
2
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The mass of the fluid and pipe per unit length, 𝑚𝑓 and 𝑚𝑝 respectively. Their expressions can be given as:
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(18)

2

Where 𝜌𝑓 is the density of fluid in FGM micro-pipe and 𝐴𝑓 is the flow cross-sectional area.
2.4 Governing equations
The governing equations for FGM micro-pipe conveying fluid are derived by extended Hamilton’s
principles as [17]:
t2

  (T p  T f  Wb  U s )dt  0

(19)

t1

After substitute equations (13), (16) and (17) into equation (19). The equation of motion for FGM micro
pipe convening fluid is:
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Where α is a factor referred to the effect of micro-flow velocity [18]. The non-dimensional form for the
equation of motion for FGM micro pipe convening fluid is:
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where:
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In this model, three standard BCs of FG micro-pipe are used as shown in Figure 3. And these boundary
conditions are written in non-dimensional form as follows:
1- Simply support
𝐴𝑡   0   ( )  0 ,
𝐴𝑡   1   ( )  0 ,

 2 ( )
0
 2
 2 ( )
0
 2

(23)

2- Clamped-Clamped

 ( )
0

 ( )
𝐴𝑡   1   ( )  0 ,
0

𝐴𝑡   0   ( )  0 ,

(24)
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Figure 2. The boundary conditions for FGM micro-pipe for: a) S-S, and b) C-C.
2.5 Galerkin’s method
The concept of stability boundary will be extended to use to verify the stability of fluid-conveying micropipes as they are gyroscopic systems. Also, in dealing with this method, the Galerkin's scheme is first used
to separate the motions equation contained in Eq. (21). By assuming the following series solution [11];


 ( , )   r ( )q ( )

(25)

r

r 1

Where,  r ( ) and 𝑞𝜂𝑟 (𝜏) are the shape functions and the generalized coordinates, respectively.
Substituting Eq.(25) into Eq.(21), the following matrix equation can be obtained:
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where [I]: is identity matrix, and
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where ∅1 and ∅2 are the first and second pipe mode functions for a specific end conditions. The analysis
for the two conservative FG micro-pipes is given as follows;
A) Simply-Support Micro-Pipe
After substituting the mode functions and the Eigen-values for (S-S) micro-pipe which gave in Tables 2
and 3 into Eq. (27) and implementing the integrations or making utilize of an orthogonal idea, the
matrices[𝐴], [𝐵] and [𝐶] can be estimated. Substituting these matrices into Eq. (26) and simplifying gives
a single matrix equation. For nontrivial solution one must have:
 0.5w 2  7.116 10 14 Mruwi  4.9348u 2  80.3

5.42110  20 R  2.667iwMru

2.168 10 19 u 2  2.67iwMru

 0.5w 2  2..85 10 13 wiMru  19.739u 2  1284.8

0

(28)

After solving the determinant in Eq. (28), the following characteristic equation can be obtained:

0.25 4  1.7791  10 13 i 3 Mru  12.337 2u 2  7.1108 2 Mr 2 u 2  682.58 2
 2.8094  10 12 iMru 3  1.1429  10 10 iMru  97.408(u 2 ) 2

(29)

 7925.6u  103188  0
2

B) Clamped-Clamped Micro-Pipe
Substituting the mode functions and the Eigen-values for (C-C) micro-pipe which gave in Tables 2 and 3
into Eq. (27) and proceed as for the case of simply supported micro pipe gives the following characteristics
equation of the root locus for clamped –clamped pipes as;
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1.0003 4  0.00604i 3 Mru  58.352 2u 2  44.741 2 Mr 2 u 2  7097.5 2
 0.16056iu 3 Mr  1.1658iMru  566.57(u 2 ) 2  115188u 2  5.1763  10 6  0
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Table 2. Modes shapes of the beam for various boundary condition [19].
Boundary condition
Simply support

Mode shape ∅𝒓 (𝒙)

𝝈𝒓

Clamped-clamped

cosh  r x  cos  r x   r (sinh  r x  sin  r x)

cos  r L  cosh  r L
sin  r L  sinh  r L

sin  r x

Table 3. The characteristic equations and first three natural frequency for three boundary conditions [19].
Boundary condition
Simply support

Frequency equation

Clamped-clamped

cosh ar cos ar  1

sinh ar sin ar  0

Value of 𝒂𝒓 = 𝜷𝒓 𝑳
a1   , a2  2 , a3  3

a1  4.73004 , a2  7.8532
a3  10.9956

3. Result and discussion
To investigate the sequence of stability for conservative fluid-conveying FG micro-pipes, the alternative
approach (i.e., the concept of stability boundary) can be used. This process provides an easy and effective
way to analyze the stability of a wide range of fluid velocities.
In order to get the root position of boundary stability, a typical plot for u 2 verses  2 for clamped-clamped
FGM micro-pipe conveying fluid at n=1, 𝑙=17.6, 𝐷=20, 𝐷/𝑑=0.9, and 𝛼=1 was created in Figure 4. The
following principles are followed to check the stability behavior [11]:
1.
The FGM micro pipe is stable when all roots place to the right of the line 𝜔2 = 0.
2.
The FGM micro-pipe is unstable if one of the two roots lies in a second quarter.
3.
At points of intersection of root place with the line 𝜔2 = 0 , the buckling instability starts.
4.
At a maximum point of the root position, the flutter instability initiates.
Now, by reference to Figure 4, the sequence of stability can be observed for the following behavior:

When 𝑢2 between (0-3), the FGM micro pipe is stable because all 𝜔2 values are located at the
right of line 𝜔2 = 0 .

At 𝑢2 between (3.079-6.11), the FGM micro pipe is under buckling instability because some values
2
of 𝑤 located to the left.

The pipe regains its stability case when 𝑢2 between (6.118 - 6.544).

Flutter instability occurs for FGM micropipe for 𝑢2 > 6.544.

Points 𝐴𝑆 and 𝐵𝑠 represented the critical buckling points because they fall on the line 𝜔2 = 0

The maximum point (i.e. Cs ) represents the critical flutter instability point in the plot.
MATLAB packages are developed to investigate an effect of different parameters on the instability of
FGM micro-pipes.
In Figures (5a and b) illustrates the stability boundaries at 𝑀𝑟 = 0.1, 0.3, 0.6 and 0.9 for simply support
and clamped-clamped end conditions. The effect of varying Mr is important on flutter instability as
described by these figures, where the maximum points are moved to the right with the increase of the 𝑀𝑟
or may disappear as shown in Figure 5a for 𝑀𝑟 = 0.3. Stability regions (i.e., stable, buckling, and flutter)
of the 𝑀𝑟 = 0.3 differ in comparison to 𝑀𝑟 = 0.9 as shown in Figure 5. However, the mass ratio has no
effect on the buckling instability because the points of buckling (intersection points with the line 𝜔2 =0)
are not affected in all cases.
The influence of gradient index on stability region of FGM micro-pipe conveying fluid is explained in
Figures 6 a and b. Character (As) represents the stable position, and (Bs) represents the buckling instability,
while flutter instability is represents by (Cs) for many values of a gradient index n=1, 3, 10, and 100. It
can be seen that a flutter instability and dimensionless natural frequency are increased with an increased
in gradient index for simply support and clamped-clamped, respectively.
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Figure 4. Stability boundary for clamped-clamped FGM micro pipe conveying fluid at n=1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Stability boundary of FGM micro-pipe for: (a) S-S (b) C-C.

00

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Stability boundary of FGM micro-pipe for: (a) S-S (b) C-C.
In Figures (7a, and b) illustrate the influence of micro flow parameter on stability region of FGM micropipe conveying for α=1 and 4/3. We noted that the dimensionless natural frequency and the flutter
instability are decreased with an increased in micro flow parameter, but the maximum points on a plots are
either shifted to right as α increased as in Figure (7a and b) for simply support and clamped-clamped,
respectively.
The influence of the length scale on the stability region of FGM micro-pipe conveying is presented in
Figures (8a and b) where 𝑙=15, 17.6, and 20 ϻm are selected. It may be noted that a flutter instability will
be increased with the increased in length scale. The effect of increasing n, α and 𝑙 is the slight shift of the
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boundary of stability to higher values for all FGM micro-pipes as described in these figures. However, the
sequence of stability does not change.
Figure 9 shows a comparison between the homogenous and functionally graded material micro pipe
conveying fluid for (S-S and C-C) end condition. It can be noted from this figure that a dimensionless
natural frequency and flutter instability for homogenous micro pipe are higher than FGM micro pipe this
is because of the inclusion of the material from ceramic to metal.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Stability boundary of FGM micro-pipe for various value of micro flow parameter α for: (a) S-S
and (b) C-C.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Stability boundary of FGM micro-pipe for varies value of length scale for: (a) S-S and (b) C-C.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Stability boundary for homogenous micro-pipe and FGM micro-pipe a) S-S and b) C-C end
condition.
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4. Conclusion
The stability for conservative FG material micro-pipe conveying fluid are investigated in this paper.
Equations of motion are acquired by stratifying a modified couple stress (MCS) theory and the Hamilton’s
principle. Thereafter, the Galerkin's method is progressed to find a complex eigenvalue. Some main
inferences acquired from the results above are offered as follows:
1. The fluid -mass ratio has an important influence on a flutter instability and the stability conduct.
2. The increase in a gradient index 𝑛 and length scale 𝑙 lead to increase in the flutter instability and
dimensionless natural frequency by the amount of increasing 34.2% for S-S and 32.2 % for C-C. It can
be modified by the distribution of natural frequencies readily by designing of the gradient index 𝑛 and
length scale 𝑙.
3. The dimensionless natural frequency and the flutter instability are decreased with an increased in micro
flow parameter by the amount of decreasing 27.1% and 28.7% for S-S and C-C, respectively.
4. The dimensionless natural frequency and flutter instability for homogenous micro pipe are higher than
FGM micro pipe by the amount 61.04% for S-S and 67.13% for C-C, this is because of the gradient of
the material from ceramic to metal.
5. To test the stability of any conservative FGM micro-pipe, the graphical results presented in this study
can be used.
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